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0 Optical switching system.

@ An optical switching system, wiierein the input

channels carrying packetized data are switched one
by one at high bit rate to output channels through an

optical switching network.

The packets of a generic input channel are time

compressed, converted into optical signals and, at

suitable instants, sent to an optical switching network

to be switched to the desired output channel, they

are then reconverted into electrical signals and ex-

panded to their original duration.

A centralized processor controls the channel
switching through the "switching network by means of

5 a driving circuit.
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Optical Switching System

The present invention concerns telecommuni-

cations systems using digital signals organized into

formation blocks, the so-called packets, and more

particularly it relates to an optical switching system.

Among various techniques which are presently

under test for implementing broad-band telecom-

munications networks, asynchronous time division

techniques (ATD) are of particular interest, since

they are the unique networks, which, at least from

a theoretical point of view, can integrate more

services at different speed by an only technique.

Since this technique is based upon the switching of

packets with a destination label, it is also referred

to as "Fast Packet Switching" or "Label Addressed

Switching" technique.

Highly promising networks allowing the use of

label adressed switching techniques, are described

in the paper entitled "ATD Switching Networks"

from Proceedings of GSLB-Seminar on Broadband

Switching Albufeira, Portugal, 19-20 January

1987, pages 225-234.

Such networks are based on small-sized

switching elements (typically 2x2), organized so

that the packet is self-routing through the network;

each stage must examine only one bit of the label,

deciding on the base of its value to which of the

two outputs the packet is to be forwarded.

Since a network of this type is typically bloc-

king, each network node needs a buffer memory,

where the packet whose output is already seized

by the other input can wait. As a consequence, the

network is not riTie-transparent and its efficacy is

higher if the entering traffic is randomly distributed

and the ratio between presence and absence times

of the signal is low. By current technologies (C-

IVIOS) and 8 channels in parallel the global through-

put of a 128x128 network can reach a few Gblt/s.

Throughput can be increased by other technol-

ogies: an order of magnitude can for Instance be

obtained by ECL An alternative can be the optical

technology. However, from the switching point of

view, the latter technology offers the systemist

rather limited performances: matrices with a small

number of inputs and outputs (8x8 is already a

;onsiderable result), but with rather tilg size (a few

cm); high input/output attenuation (some dB) and

high crosstalk (few tens of dB), The most promis-

ing devices for the optical switching nowadays

commercially available are based on directional

couplers or on X-junctions, generally obtained by

diffusing titanium optical guides in a substrate of

lithium niobate. Devices with X junctions are de-

scribed in the paper entitled "Survey of Optical

Switching", Issued on pages 143-151 of the

nraviouslv-cited Proceedinas. and directional cou-

plers ai-e described in the paper entitled "High

Speed Optical Time-division and Space-division

Switching" issued in the Proceedings of lOOC-

ECOG 85. Venice, 1-4 October 1985, pages 81-88.

5 Nowadays, devices of this type can allow limited-

capacity matrices to be implemented (e.g. 12x12

with directional couplers. 16x16 with X-junctions).

The X-junction seems to be better adapted to ma-

trix organization, since it has no bending losses,

70 but needs higher driving voltage.

The reduced performances of these elements

are compensated for by a very large bandwidth

(some tens GHz) and a quasiinfinitesimally short

switching time (some tens of ps). Said characteris-

7S tics render interesting the use of optical elements

in the switching networks wherein the small size is

normal and the bandwidth can be used to increase

the ratio between presence and absence times of

the signal.

20 So far neither optical logic devices (to be used

for self-routing functions In the network) nor optical

memory elements of practical use are available.

Hence it does not seem that in the near future

optical switching elements may be used as in

25 electrical technology.

Therefore, a switching network based on the

optical asynchronous technique needs a system

organization which carries out the logic functions in

the network periphery and does not require mem-

30 ory elements Inside the network.

The optical switching system described herein

solves these problems, as it allows high-speed

packet-switching by means of a switching network

consisting of an optical device. Negative crosstalk

35 effects are eliminated and the network is easy to

implement.

This invention consists of an optical switching

system, wherein input channels carrying packetized

data are switched one by one to output channels,

40 characterized in that the packets of a generic input

channel are compressed by time compressors, are

converted into optical signals and, at suitable in-

stants, are sent to an optical switching network to

be switched to the desired output channel, they are

45 then reconverted into electrical signals and ex-

panded by time expanders to their original dura-

tion, so as to form the output channel, the switch-

ing of input channels to output channels being

controlled by a centralized processor which con-

so trols the switching network through a driving circuit.

The characteristics of the invention will be

clarified by the following description of an embodi-

ment thereof, given by way of a non-limiting exam-

ple, and by the enclosed drawings, where:



- Fig. 1 is a blocl( diagram of the switcliing

system;

- Fig.2 is a set of time diagrams of digital

signals present at some points of ttie system;

Fig.3 schematically represents a number of

possible states of switching elements;

- Fig.4 is block diagram of the switching

networl<;

- Rg.5 is the view of a substrate supporting

the optical switching network;

- Fig. 6 is an electrical block diagram of the

switching network driving circuit.

in the block diagram of Fig. 1 references II,

I2,...lp...!n and 01 . 02. ...Oq...On denote inputs and

outputs of the switching system, comprising time

compressors TC1, TC2,...TCp...TCn and time ex-

panders TE1, TE2,...TEq...TEn, as well as an op-

tical switching network RC. Each block has a con-

nection with a driving circuit LC, slaved through

connection C to a centralized processor EL. The

processor obtains information necessary to the

system control through connection S, arriving from

circuits devoted to signalling.

Let us suppose the generic input Ip activity be

as represented in Rg.2, diagram Ip: namely data

blocks with random arrival instants and variable

durations. In this case e.g. the probability for the

duration to exceed a certain value can be exponen-

tially decreasing. Time compressor TCp function

involves receiving the data block and emitting it in

shorter time, as indicated in diagram l'p = 0'q of

Rg.2; the inverse operation is performed by the

time expander TEq, whose input O'q is connected

to output rp of TCp through the optical switching

network RC (Fig.1). The switching network, com-

pressors and expanders are driven by driving cir-

cuit LC, controlled by the centralized processor EL.

The blocks re-expanded by TEq are shown in

the diagram Oq of Rg.2.

Let us suppose RC network capacity be infinite

and time compression/expansion be illimited, it can

be stated that by increasing time compression, the

probability of transit through the network of two

packets at the same time can be reduced at will;

practically, there is a lower boundary to such a

probability, determined by the physical limits of the

apparatus. However, if time compressors present

also temporary-storage capability, when the net-

work is already occupied by a data block, the

others can be delayed for the necessary time; this

entails no problem, since system time transparency

is neither ensured, nor required. Under these con-

ditions the network does not necessitate storage

capability in its switching elements.

A network of this type can consist of elements

capable of assuming two configurations, indicated

by symbols "x" and " = " in Rg.3. In "x" state the

two flows directly transit without interfering with

' each other from inputs a and b to outputs a' and b'

respectively; in " =
" state the outputs interchange

with each other, hence inputs a and b are con-

nected to outputs b' and a' respectively.

5 A network with n inputs and n outputs (nxn) is

represented in Fig.4. It can consist in two columns

including n switching elements each.

References X11, Xl2,...X1p...,X1n indicate the

first column elements and X21, X22,...X2q...,X2n

10 indicate the second column elements.

The n inputs I'l, r2,...rp...,rn are connected to

inputs a of n elements of the first column and the n

outputs 0'1, 0'2....0'q...,0'n are connected to out-

puts a' of n elements of the second column. Out-

?5 puts a' of the elements of the first column are

connected to the corresponding inputs a of ele-

ments of the second column, while per each col-

umn each output b' is connected to input b of the

adjacent element.

20 It is finally to be. noted that the elements of the

second column are upside-down with respect to

those of the first column.

The theoretical network capacity is at last equal

to the capacity of the unique connection available,

25 used without idle periods: 10 Gbit/s can be

achieved with optical components.

Routing is performed one packet at a time with

very simple rules, examining input and output in-

dices contained in the label of the packet present

30 at that input. If at input I'p is present a packet with

output O'q, routing strategy is reduced to three

cases only:

a) p<q: points XI p and XI q are activated;

b) p>q: points X2p and X2q are activated;

35 c) p = q: no point is activated.

After establishing the internal circuitry, high-

speed packet transmission in the network is then

enabled. Another connection is examined after-

wards.

40 Even though in the present embodiment no

contemporaneous connections are possible, Rg.4

shows the better clarity two connections between

inputs and outputs with different order numbers:

namely, with input order number inferior (ri-0'2)

45 and superior (I'n-O'q) to the output one.

Such a switching network can be implemented

in optical technology using switching elements con-

sisting of X junctions, which can be placed side by

side on the same substrate, taking up the aspect of

50 Rg.5.

A number n of optical parallel guides is ob-

tained in a substrate of suitable material, e.g. by

diffusing titanium in lithium niobate (LiNbOS). Two
more guides are obtained in the same way on the

55 preceding at an angle equal to /S and to 180-/3 and

hence on each crossppint metallic electrodes are

deposited for applying the electrical field control-

ling the junction.



If angle is small enough, L = n"d//3, where L is

minimal length of parallel optical guides, d their

distance and n their number, i.e. the number of

input/output lines. With L = 100 mm, d=50 y.m, and

/3 = 0.0174 rad (1"), n is equal to 34. The distance

between two following crosspoints, necessary to

deposit driving electrodes, is 2.8 mm. It is worth

noting that if a 100-input/output network is desired

having the same physical size as that substrate, a

crossing angle of 0.05 rad (2.86°). with the elec-

trodes interspaced by 1 mm would be necessary.

Said values are not compatible with the character-

istics of LiNbOS, but they do not seem beyond the

envisaged -technologic improvements attainable in

the material field.

Suppose A(1).is linear guide attenuation, A(x)

the attenuation of the switch element in "x" state

and A( = ) that in " = " state, if n is the number of

inputs/outputs and L the guide length, the maxi-

mum attenuation A through the network is equal to:

A = 2«A( = ) + (n-1)7«(x) + L«A(1)

For the previously mentioned case {L = 100

mm, h=30). if we suppose A(1) = 0.02 dB/mm, A-

(x)=0.15 dB and A( = ) = 0.5 dB, we obtain:

A= 2.0.5 + 29«0.15 +100.0.02 = 7.35 dB

Crosstalk at the output with the same index as

the input is due to the loss of a unique X-junction

In " = " state, at the other outputs it siill depends on

a unique junction In "x" state. A crosstalk of 25 dB,

easy to discriminate from the signal, is technologi-

cally attainable for the single junction.

The block diagram of a driving circuit, particu-

larly adapted to the switching network above, is

shown in Fig. B. It comprises the main blocks

forming time compressors and driving circircuit LC

of Rg.1.

It supplies a method which assigns common
resources and prevents the contemporaneous ac-

cess of more input signals. This method can be

more or less sophisticated, adopting e.g. collision-

detection multiple-access techniques or cyclic-pri-

ority systems; however, for speed and simplicity of

construction a simple scanning method is to be

preferred.

Data packets consisting of a variable number of

octets arrive in sequence at the generic serial input

Ip of Fig.6. Under the control and a centralized

processor, each octet is written in the register of a

FIFO msmory MEp (First-ln Rrst-Out), adding a bit

of presence of the datum in a suitable cell of each

register. Said cells are represented dot hatched in

the Hgure. In correspondence with the writing of

the last octet of the data packet, the signal on wire

PR, belonging to connection C, is activated by the

centralized processor.

A parallel-to-serial converter PSp, placed at

MEp output, transforms the octets in parallel re-

ceived from MEp into a serial signal with high bit-

rate, which can be sent onto wire 1 to electro-

optical transducer EOp. An optical fibre FOp is

connected to EOp output and to the corresponding

input of the already-described optical switching

5 network.

A periodical scanning signal is sent by the

processor through connection C on wire SC, con-

nected to SET input of a SET-RESET flip-flop SRp

through a four-input AND gate ASp. This signal has

70 a period dependent on the desired transfer speed

through the switching network and is phase-shifted

with respect to the analogous scanning signals of

the other n-1 channels by a time equal to the

period divided by n. Wire BU, common to all the

75 channels, carries a signal meaning "busy switching

network" when in active state. If this signal is

inactive, at the end of packet writing (active signal

on wire PR) and in correspondence with the suit-

able time phase (active scanning signal on wire

20 SC), the SET input of the flip-flop is enabled and

its output passes to the active state. Through gate

Pp also the signal on wire BU becomes active

(busy switching network), that is why all the SET

Inputs of the other n-1 flip-flops and of the same

25 SRp are inhibited, while RESET inputs are enabled.

The signal on wire ABp, connected to SRp

output, enables in this phase the transfer of the

octets from MEp, the parallel-to-serial conversion in

PSp and the electro-optical conversion by EOp,

30 which emits then a corresponding high bit-rate op-

tical packet. The signal on wire ABp enables also

the outputs of a register Rip, wherein the central-

ized processor has written the destination address

of the channel and two bits whose active states

35 have the meaning of p>q and p<q, q being the

order number of the output Oq.

A decoder DE, common to all the channels,

reads the destination address supplied by Rip on

connection 2 and puts in the active state a suitable

40 signal on one of the n output wires. In this case the

active wire will be the q-th, so that the combin-

ational circuit consisting of ORq, ADq and ACq,

relative to the output, will be activated, while the

combinational circuit consisting of ORp, ADp and

45 ACp, relative to the Input, will be activated by the

signal on wire ABp. According to whether at regis-

ter Rip output there Is p<q, p>q or p = q condition

on wires 3p and 4p, either gate ADp, or ACp or

neither are activated, and hence through wires XI p

50 or X2p the respective elements of the optical

switching network are activated. The same occurs

to output gates ADq and ACq alternatively ac-

tivated by signals on wires 3q and 4q, thus through

wires XI q or X2q also the output switch elements

55 are activated.

When- all the octets and corresponding pres-

ence bits have-left memory MEp, the signal on wire

BPp passes to inactive state, therefore the RESET



input of flip-flop SRp is activated througli gate ARp
and the signal indicating the switching network

availability appears on wire BU.

With reference to block diagram of Fig.1,

blocks TCp can be taken as consisting of blocks

MEp, PSp, EOp and of optical fibre FOp of Fig.6,

while all the other blocks of Rg.6 can be taken as

housed in driving circuit LC of Fig.1

.

Expanders TEq are easily made with circuits

performing the operations inverse to those per-

formed in the compressors.

At the output of the switching network there is

an optical fibre, connected to an opto-electrical

transducer, followed by a serial-to-parallel convert-

er and by a FIFO memory, which will supply again

a packet flow with the same characteristics as the

input one.

Flip-flop SRp (Fig.6) still provides enabling on

wire ABp.

It is clear that what described has been given

only by way of non-limiting example. Variations and

modifications are possible without going out of the

scope of the present claims.

Claims

1. An optical switching method in a telecom-

munication exchange, wherein input channels car-

rying packetized data are switched one by one to

output channels, characterized in that the packets

of a generic input channel (Ip) are compressed by
time compressors (TC1 TCn), are converted
Into optical signals (by EOp) and. at suitable in-

stants, are sent to an optical switching network
(RC) to be switched to a desired output channel,

they are then reconverted into electrical signals

and expanded by time expanders (TE1 TEn) to

their original duration, so as to form the output

channel (on O'q), the switching of the input chan-

nels to the output channels being controlled by a

centralized processor (EL) which controls the

switching network through a driving circuit (LC).

2. A system for carrying out the method of

claim 1, characterized in that it comprises time

compressors (TC1 TCn), electro-optical and
opto-electrical signal transducers (EOp), an optical

switching network (RC), time expanders (TE1

TEn), a centralized processor (EL) and a driving

circuit (LC) between the processor (EL) and the

above controlled components.

3. The system as in claim 2, characterized in

that said optical switching network (RC) consists of

a plurality of parallel optical guides crossed by two
guides forming a small angle (/8) and an angle

(ISO'-zS) supplementary to the said small angle

with the parallel guides, the crosspoints being pro-

vided with electrode pairs, to which a voltage dif-

ference is applied apt to generate the desired

electrical field for the deviation of the light signal

from the parallel guides to the crossing ones and

from the crossing ones to the parallel ones.

5 4. The system as in claim 2 or 3, characterized

in that said time compressors (TCI TCn) com-
prise a FIFO memory (MEp) wherein the octets

forming said packets are progressively stored at

their arrival together with a presence bit and at

70 suitable Instants are sent to a parallel-to-serial con-

verter (PSp) to be transformed into serial packets

at high bit-rate and then to be transformed into

optical packets by the electro-optical transducer

(EOp) and sent through an optical fibre (FOp) to

75 the switching network (RC).

5. The system as in any of claims 2 to 4,

characterized in that said driving circuit (LC) com-
prises a decoder (DE) for decoding packet destina-

tion addresses and comprises for each input chan-

20 nel (II, .... In):

- a SET-RESET flip-flop (SRp), whose reset input is

enabled by octet absence in said FIFO memory
{MEg), through a presence bit (on BPp). and by a

signal (on BU) with the meaning of busy switching

25 network, while the set input is enabled by octet

presence in the memory, by a signal (on PR) of

packet writing end in the memory, supplied by said

centralized processor (EL), by a scanning periodic

signal (on SC) with a period dependent on the

30 desired transfer speed, and by the absence of the

signal (on BU) with meaning of busy switching

network, the signal at the output of this flip-flop

being used to enable blocks (MEp. PSp. EOp)
forming the associated time compressor (TCI

35 TCn) and time expander (TE1 TEn);
.

- a gate (Pp), whose input is connected to the flip-

flop output and whose output drives the line (BU)

on which the signal relevant to switching network

availability is present:

40 - a register (Rip), which stores the destination ad-

dresses of the packets forming the input channel

and two bits (on 3p, 4p) with the meaning of order

number of the input channel greater than that of

the output one and vice versa under the control of

45 said centralized processor (EL), the transfer to the

output of said data being enabled by the signal at

the output of the flip-flop (SRp);

- a combinational circuit (ACp, ADp, ORp), whose
two outputs (X1p. X2p) are alternatively active in

50 function of the two bits (on 3p. 4p) with the mean-
ing of order number of the input channel greater or

smaller than that of the output one. when enabled

by the signal at the output of the flip-flop (SRp) or

when enabled by the signal supplied by said de-

55 coder (DE), one of the two outputs being used to

drive an electrode pair of said switching network.



6. The system as in any of claims 2 to 5,

characterized in that said time expanders (TE1

TEn) comprise an optical fibre connected to the

switching network (RC), wherefrom high bit-rate

packets are extracted for the opto-electrical trans-

ducer, which sends them to a serial-to-parallel con-

verter apt to drive a FIFO memory, wherefrom the

original packetized signal is extracted, the opto-

electrical transducer, the serial-to-parallel converter

and the FIFO memory being enabled by the signal

(on ABp) supplied by said flip-flop (SRp).
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© Optical switching system.

© An optical switching system, wherein the input

channels (I) carrying packetized data, are switched

one by one at high bit rate to output channels (0)

through an optical switching network (RC).

The packets of a generic input channel are time

compressed, converted into optical signals and, at

suitable instants, sent to an optical switching network

to be switched to the desired output channel, they

are then reconverted into electrical signals and ex-

panded to their original duration.

(v> A centralized processor (EL) controls the chan-

^nel switching through the switching network by

^ means of a driving circuit (LC).
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